Extension Activities - NSS

1. Event Title: PREVENTION OF CHILD SEX ABUSE
2. Category: WEBINAR
3. Department: NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME
4. Date: 28-04-2020
5. No. of Participants: 200
6. No. of Resource Persons: 1

Report

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME conducted live webinar on PREVENTION OF CHILD SEX ABUSE Associated with Sakshi (NGO) & with the Ministry of youth affairs for our NSS volunteers, through zoom app on 28-04-2020 from

Session-1 11 am to 12 pm.
Session-2 3.00 pm to 4.00 pm

The Resource Person is Dr. Jayashree CEO of Kadal Consulting service Pvt. Ltd, Hyderabad. 200 NSS Volunteers have participated and interacted well with the resource person. She gave a provoking speech about Prevention and Precaution of Child Sex Abuse. All are get aware about Prevention of child Sex Abuse Act, 2012
Close

Chat

From Aneesh R.L to Everyone

mam what are all the prevention for this behaviour from our side

From Praveen Kumar G to Everyone

what are the steps to take to avoid an sexual abuse mam in the third person view

From Anbarasan Gnc to Everyone

thanks mam

From Deepak M to Everyone

what are the ways to prevent and protect for child sexual abuse

From S.mari selvam to Everyone

Send to: SANKARA NARAYANAN,M~

Tap here to chat   Send
From sunil thanish to Everyone

for this useful lecture for our students it will be really usefull to them. thank you mam

From Anbarasan Gnc to Everyone

mam ,who are more affected in sexual abuse men or women mam

From Aneesh R.L to Everyone

mam what are all the prevention for this behaviour from our side

From Praveen Kumar G to Everyone

what are the steps to take to avoid an sexual abuse mam in the third person view

Send to: SANKARA NARAYANAN.M>
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NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME
WEBINAR
PREVENTION OF CHILD SEX ABUSE
ASSOCIATED WITH SAKSHI(NGO)
&
WITH THE MINISTRY OF YOUTH AFFAIRS

Resource Person :
DR. JAYASHREE
CEO OF KADAL CONSULTING SERVICES PVT. LTD., HYDERABAD

DATE: 28/04/2020

SESSION 1 : 11:00 AM TO 12:00 NOON
SESSION 2 : 03:00 PM TO 04:00 PM

ALL ARE INVITED
Dr. M. G. Ragunathan
Principal
NSS Program Officers
Dr. K. Jayaseelan
Dr. P. Nedumaran
Dr. S. Kokila
Mr. M. Sankara Narayanan

& NSS Volunteers
Certificate Copy
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